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It’s always easier to say “no” than “yes.”
Saying “no” allows one to avoid making the
hard choices about where the initially
unobjectionable begins to veer off into the
verboten.  All of us who are parents likely
can relate.

“If I say no to Joe or
Jane starting to date, I
don’t need to worry
about whether they
can ‘single-date’ or
‘double-date,’ ‘go
steady,’ or stay out
past midnight.  And I
certainly don’t need to
have that other
conversation . . . .”

Or so the thinking
goes.

Well, in many ways, when it comes to
encryption, the federal government has been
our unwelcome (yet steadily more
indulgent) parent.  It started off by saying
“no” to exports of strong encryption unless
it was given access to a “spare key.”  (Sort of
like allowing your parents to place a hidden
camera to monitor your behavior on that
first date.)  Then, in an effort to appear
more reasonable, the government backed
away from that requirement, but remained

largely wedded to a license-by-license policy.
(Bring each boy/girl whom you want to
date home first for inspection and
approval.)

Now, finally, after being pushed by the
increasingly frustrated high-tech industry,
the Administration has said “yes.”  “Yes,
you can export your strong encryption
product without a license.”

However, just as with the apprehensive
parent, it is a “yes, but.”  “Yes,
but you first need to let me
know what you are doing and,
because I am giving you these
greater freedoms, I also need to
create more detailed and defined
exceptions.”  Something akin to
saying “If you weren’t dating at
all, I wouldn’t need to know
anything about the boys/girls
you are seeing, and, certainly,
wouldn’t need to come up with
a list of places you can’t go and
things you can’t do.  Life would be simpler,
but such is the price of (limited) freedom.”

Of course, (at least arguably) unlike the
impatient child, America’s electronic security
industry has legitimate grievances.  U.S.
export controls on encryption have allowed
foreign competitors, unfettered by similar

restraints, to capture ever-increasing market
share by offering stronger products than
U.S. companies easily could export.  And,
even when competing to offer encryption
products of similar strength, those
competitors frequently have used the U.S.
government’s policy to raise unfounded
doubts over whether U.S. products —
despite the public protestations — really did
contain hidden “backdoors” to enable
government access.

On January 14 of the
new millennium, the
Clinton
Administration
finally responded to
this ever-deteriorating
situation,
announcing what it
probably intended as
a new millennium in
the regime governing
the export of
encryption products.

These regulations, developed after years of
continuous pressure from U.S. industry and
others, unquestionably dramatically
liberalize what have been extremely rigorous
restrictions on encryption exports.  No
longer will U.S. companies need to obtain
licenses to export some of their most
sophisticated encryption products.
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Yes, but . . .

But . . . the rules
remain
complicated – in
some ways, they
have even become
more complicated.

But . . . most
meaningful
encryption
products still will
require
government
review prior to
export.

But . . . an entire
category of item
(“technology”)
remains
unaffected by the
recent
liberalization.

But . . . important implementing details on
which hinge the success of the new policy
remain uncertain.

Let’s take a look at a few of the key features
of the new rules.

Expansion of ENC to all key lengths.

Foremost among the rules’ liberalizing
measures is the expansion of the criteria for
eligibility for “ENC” license exception
treatment to include all key lengths, or
strengths, of encryption.  Previously, any
commodity or software with over 56-bit
DES functionality required a license for
export.  Today, meaningful use of
encryption in most commercial settings
requires at least 128 bits.  Expansion of the
ENC license exception frees these stronger
products from control, subject to a few,
limited conditions.  It makes the product
freely exportable to end-users without need
to identify and seek authorization for those
end-users in advance.

There are limitations to the scope of the
new, improved ENC, however:

First, in order to claim eligibility for ENC,
the exporter must submit a request to the
Bureau of Export Administration (“BXA”)

for technical review of the product.  BXA
has delineated a set of specific questions
which the exporter must address in that
application.  Thus, the paperwork associated
with export of useful encryption products
will not disappear, or even appreciably
diminish.

Second, even under ENC, encryption
products remain ineligible for export to the
“terrorist-supporting” countries – currently,
Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea,
Sudan, and Syria, or their nationals.  Not
large markets to be sure, but still a
prohibition that requires vigilance on the
part of exporters.  The rules also
incorporate other generally applicable export
prohibitions to embargoed destinations
(Serbia and Taliban-controlled Afghanistan),
Denied Persons (those who specifically have
been denied export privileges by the
government), and Specially Designated
Nationals (individuals and entities who the
U.S. has determined are de facto nationals of
one of the prohibited countries).

Third, the regulations create a new
distinction between retail and non-retail
products.  Retail products are those that
satisfy a set of criteria set forth in the
regulations, including most prominently
that the products be standardized, sold “off
the shelf,” and designed for installation and
use without substantial support from the
manufacturer or vendor.  The primary
benefit of retail classification is that, without
it, subject to some exceptions for telcos and
Internet service providers, the ENC
exception cannot be used for sales to
government end-users.  In other words,
non-retail products otherwise eligible for
ENC, if intended for export to government
end-users, require a full-blown license.
Government end-user itself is a defined term in
the regulations, one with more
permutations than there is space into which
to delve here.  So, in one new provision,
BXA has created two new regulatory
classifications – retail and government end-user.
You might be starting to see why in some
ways these new rules are more complicated
than those they replaced.

Fourth, and most significantly, ENC remains
unavailable for technology (formerly known
as “technical data”).  Only software and

commodities are eligible.  The practical
consequence?  Development and fabrication
will continue to require a license, as might
many consulting services.

Expansion of ENC to Include
Components

Although the Administration refused to
open license exception treatment to
technology, it did significantly broaden the
scope of the exception in another way – to
include encryption chips, integrated circuits,
application-specific toolkits, and other
components of encryption products.  These
items previously were excluded from license
exception treatment.  Now, with some
limitations, they are “in the club,” although
exporters must provide BXA with
information regarding the products into
which the components will be incorporated
(i.e.,  how the components ultimately will be
used).

Grandfathering of Already-Reviewed
Products

The regulations also provide that already
reviewed products that have been approved
for export under ENC or a license now can
be exported under the new, expanded ENC
without further review.  An exporter also
can increase the cryptographic strength of its
product without re-submission, provided
that it certifies in a letter to the agency that
nothing else about the product has changed.

Deemed Approval

Perhaps the most potentially exciting aspect
of the new regulations is their introduction
of the concept of “deemed approval” into
encryption export law.  The rules provide
that BXA will act on applications for ENC
technical review within 30 calendar days of a
completed submission.  As the exporter
community is painfully aware, whether
because of the complexities of the
interagency process or simply due to
overwork and under-staffing, BXA reviews
often slip beyond the promised time
frames.  The rules purport to address that
concern by specifying that, if BXA fails to
act on a technical review application within
the 30-day window, the exporter can deem
the application to have been approved and



begin shipments.  This landmark provision
holds the prospect of affording greater
certainty to exporters in planning ship dates
and production schedules.

Before popping
the champagne
corks, it is
important to
recognize that
BXA has reserved
the authority to
“stop the clock” if
it sees the need to
do so.  How often BXA will invoke this
authority remains to be seen.

BXA need not look far for a disturbing
example of how one agency has handled the
“deemed approval” approach.  The United
States Customs Service is entrusted with
administering most aspects of the laws
governing imports into the country.
Among its responsibilities is the proper
assessment of tariffs on incoming goods.
The law allows Customs one year within
which it can overrule an importer’s self-
declaration of what duties are owed; if it
fails to act within that time frame, the
importer’s declaration becomes final.  The
law provides an escape hatch, however,
permitting Customs to extend that one-year
period as many as three times, if it requires
additional time to obtain and analyze
information necessary to its determination.
Unfortunately, Customs routinely avails
itself of this authority, to the point that it
has established an automated system that
generates extension notices as a matter of
course as the one-year deadline approaches.

Source Code

In a bow to the “open code” movement,
the rules also drastically liberalize treatment
of export of source code.  Source code that
is publicly available is now free of all real
control, so long as the exporter submits to
BXA notification of the export, along with
the Internet address or copy of the source
code by the time of export.  This applies (in

technically different ways) regardless of
whether the source code is subject to an
agreement for payment of licensing fees or
royalties for commercial production or sale
of products developed using the code.  In
addition, other, non-publicly available
source code may be eligible for export under
ENC after technical review.

Foreign National Employees

During the last round of liberalization of
the encryption rules, in September 1998, the
government lifted all restrictions on export
of encryption items or technology to
foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations.
But that laudable measure created a
somewhat perverse, and much-remarked,
side effect.  Generally applicable export laws
provide that transfer of controlled items to
foreign nationals here in the U.S. constitutes
a so-called “deemed export” for which a
license is required.  Those rules, combined
with the then-new treatment of U.S.
subsidiaries under the encryption
regulations, resulted in an absurd situation:
it actually was easier for a U.S. company to
send controlled encryption software, for
example, to its Irish subsidiary than to give
the software to its Irish employee working
at its headquarters facility here in the U.S.

The new rules fix that problem by allowing
free “export” to foreign national employees
without need for a license or even technical
review – effectively creating a loophole for
encryption that it is not available for other
controlled technology or software.

Cause for Cautious Celebration —
for Some

On the whole,
the regulations
reflect a real
loosening of
control on
exports of
strong
encryption products.  To a large degree, the
forces pushing for a restrictive approach

toward exports of cryptography are in
retreat.  Yet, much depends on how BXA
implements the new regulations.  And
additional battles remain to be won, most
notably to narrow the wide range of
products for which advance government
review remains required and to make
cryptographic “technology” eligible for
license exception treatment.

The rules do make life easier for larger,
sophisticated companies able to afford
regulatory counsel to assist in navigating
their still-labyrinthine permutations.
Unfortunately, smaller “garage” shops
without those resources will continue to face
significant obstacles.

For more information or assistance with
your encryption or e-commerce concerns,
contact Behnam Dayanim at PHJ&W/
Washington, (202) 508-9500, or via e-mail,
bdayanim@phjw.com.  Mr. Dayanim also
delivered an address earlier this month at
RSA Conference 2000, in San Jose,
California, dealing with the legal
recognition of electronic signatures in state
and federal law.  Copies of his RSA address
and of this Alert are available on
PHJ&W’s home page at www.phjw.com, and
can be distributed electronically to you via
e-mail.  If you prefer electronic delivery of
this or future alerts, please contact Linda
Fintelmann at (213) 683-5079, or via
e-mail at lfintelmann@phjw.com, and let us
know.
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